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ABSTRACT: Using pseudo maximum likelihood methods (combined with a simulated 
(Monte Carlo) objective function we estimate several variants of 
an aggregated (fix-price) rationing model for the Dutch economy. 
Our findings lend support to the following conclusions: (i) The 
theoretically most efficiënt PML method considered in the paper is 
not robust with respect to the existence of micro markets; 
(ii) The simulated objective function variants of the model yield 
parameter estimates that roughly converge to the analytic PML 
estimates when a sufficiently large number of replications is 
used. However, consistency for a finite number of replications is 
not approved. To fulfill the consistency requirement we introducé 
a bias correction, resulting in substantial gains in computer 
efficiency; (iii) a useful extension of the basic model both from 
a theoretical and empirical perspective allows for disturbances 
that are heteroskedastic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been a growing interest in the estimation of non-linear econome

trie models by Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PML) methods [see eg. Gourieroux 

et al. (1984)]. A very promising extension of PML estimation is provided by 

Laroque and Salanié (1988), further referred to as L&S, who combine this 

technique with a simulated objective function. Their application lies in the 

field of micro based rationing econometrics using aggregate data. Within 

this field their major contribution lies in the fact that the aggregation 

matter can be solved more easily by "aggregation by simulation" over fix-

price micro markets instead of "aggregation by Integration" [Kooiman and 

Kloek (1979), Lambert (1988)]. This is still accentuated when micro labour 

markets and goods markets are assumed to be related in the sense of 

Malinvaud (1977) [compare Kooiman (1985) where highly Intractable functions 

are derived using the "aggregation by integration" technique]. The alterna-

tive approach of estimating an aggregate discrete rationing model without 

micro considerations, at least theoretically becomes obsolete, not to 

mention the usual but troublesome (Full Information Maximum Likelihood) 

estimation involved [see Kooiman and Kloek (1985)]. l In this paper we will 

elaborate on the work of L&S in several ways. 

Our main objective is to test the performance of a simple aggregate 

(fix-price) rationing model for the Dutch labour market using Pseudo Maximum 

Likelihood estimation techniques. Related purposes are (i) to test the 

robustness of the estimators with respect to the introduction of micro 

markets and (ii) to examine the compatibility of the various PML estimation 

results. 

As f ar as the estimation method is concerned, the paper buil ds on L&S. 

We consider two versions of PML estimation. In the terminology of the latter 

authors we distinguish PMLls which is a flrst order based method and PML3, 

which also takes into account second order effects. Each application of the 

PML method defines an aggregate and a disaggregate variant and each variant 

is subdlvided 1nto an analytic version and a Monte Carlo version; 1n the 

latter the objective function 1s computed through simulation. For PMLi the 

aggregate and the disaggregate variant are observatlonally equivalent. 

Our results constitute an extension of the ongoing Uterature 1n several 

ways. The econometrie contributions of the paper are of both a practical and 

lSee Quandt (1988) and the references cited there for the applications 
1n this respect. 
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theoretical nature. The practical side is embedded in the two points 

mentioned earlier. Theoretical results relate to asymptotic theory. L&S 

prove the almost sure convergence of the simulated PML estimates to the 

analytical PML estimates if the number of replications 6 in the Monte Carlo 

experiment to compute the moments of the endogenous variables goes to 

infinity. They further prove that the asymptotic distribution of the 

simulated PML estimators when sample size T-*» coincides with that of the PML 

estimators if G//(T)->-. A major finding in this paper is the convergence of 

the simulated PMLj estimates to the PMLj estimates if T*» for fixed G if a 

bias correction is applied. Furthermore, the asymptotic distribution of the 

corrected simulated PMLX estimators if T-*» coincides with that of the PMLX 

estimators if G-»~. As to be expected, substantial gains in computer 

efficiency can be obtained. From an economie point of view, the paper gives 

some new results in the field of (micro based) macroeconomic rationing 

model 1 ing as we show how an estimator of the number of micro labour markets 

can be obtained. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 

present the basic model and describe the two PML estimation methods. 

Section 3 lays out the analytic results for the aggregate and disaggregate 

rationing model. Section 4 is attributed to the consistency matter for a 

finite number of replications in the Monte Carlo version of PMLj. In Section 

5 the empirical analysis is presented. An extension of the basic model 

together with its estimation results is considered in Section 6. The final 

section presents the conclusions and some suggestions for future research. 

Details on the calculation of the covariance matrix are desoribed in the 

Appendices. 

2. BASIC MODEL AND ESTIMATION METHODS 

In this section we present the (fix-price) rationing model for the labour 

market and discuss the (pseudo maximum likelihood) estimation techniques. 

Si nee our focus lies on the performance of the pseudo maximum likelihood 

techniques and not on a rigorous description of economie behaviour, the 

model is kept Intentionally simple. However, it still has attractive 

properties which will become clear later. 

Suppose that the typical labour market j can be represented by the 
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Dj -
E(D) 0 l 

+ , Hi j 
N •N 

Sj = 
E(S) ö2 

+ . n2j 

Qj = Min(Dj, S j ) , 

following equations of demand Dj, supply Sj, and employment Qj:2 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where E(D) and E(S) relate to the expectations of demand and supply over j 

(j=l,...,N), respectively; N (treated as a real number) is the number of 

labour markets and n.j = (lij. l2j) ^s normal with zero mean and unit 

covariance matrix 

«Ij - N(O.I). (4) 

The variables rij are assumed to be independent over time. The parameter 

o * (Oi, o2) is a vector of scales of the disturbances in (1) and (2). It is 

clear that the model can only be a simple representation of reality. All 

markets have identical expectations of D and S. Heterogeneity across markets 

comes up stochastically in actual labour demand, supply and employment, that 

is Dj, Sj and Qj, respectively. It seems that the specification of the model 

implies that the value of N should be interpreted as a lower limit. To 

develop some intuition, if one multiplies E(D) and E(S) with some random 

variable in order to bring about some variation over j in the size of 

markets, N will probably be estimated higher. This is because the expected 

value of Qt must be well below E(D) and E(S), but splitting a large market 

contributes more to a decrease in E(Qt) than splitting a small market. 

Further note that model (l)-(4) is only defined for a value of N which is 

sufficiently small to ensure Dj,Sj>0. Too large a value of N breaks down 

the normality assumption. We indicate the above model specification as the 

disaggregate variant. The aggregate variant, which we also consider to test 

the robustness of the disaggregate model with respect to the introduction of 

2Time subscripts are deleted throughout the text unless ambiguity 
arises. 
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micro labour markets, is but a special case defined for N=l.3 

To estimate model (l)-(4), we use the above mentioned two PML methods. We 
N 

assume that only E(D), E(S) and £ Qi (=Q) are observed from the data. To be 

more explicit: 

E(D) = Ld - Q 4 V, (5) 

E(S) = Ls = Q + U, (6) 

where Q, V, U represent aggregate employment, aggregate vacancies and aggre
gate unemployment, respectively. 

To describe the PML procedure, let Q = (QI,...,QT)'. and E(Q) and V(Q) be 
the expectation of Q and the variance of Q, respectively where V(Q) is 
assumed to be diagonal. Then, the PML methods provide consistent estimators 
of Ö! and o2 by minimizing the PML function v^: 

*IT - (Q " E(Q))'(V1(Q))-i(Q - E(Q)) + log(det(V,{Q))), (7) 

where i=l and i=3 refer to PMLX and PML3, respectively and Vx(Q)=I and 
V3(Q)=V(Q). 

In addition to the aggregate and disaggregate variant, an analytic, and 
a Monte Carlo (MC) variant of PML estimation is considered. The distinction 
between the analytic and MC variants is made to monitor the extra variabil-
ity in the parameter estimates induced by the simulation of the objective 
function. In the analytic variants, explicit expressions for E(Qt) and 
V(Qt) are used, whereas in the MC variants these are assumed to be untrac-
table. 

In the MC variants, the procedure comprises the minimi zation of an 
approximate PML function, \|̂ T, as defined in (7), except that the compu-

3For N=l the aggregate (discrete rationing) model of L&S emerges. In 
particular, their model shows: 

D * E(D) + olr\1; S « E(S) + o2n2*» Q * min(D.S) wlth Var(n) * I. 

One easily verifies that aggregation over markets j yields the aggregate 
model with the desired variance property. Note in this respect that: 

N N 
ï Hij ï «l2j 

> 1 j-1 
n.1 = — — — and n.2 = ~~~~~~~ • 
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tation of E(Q) and V(Q) is performed by using Monte Carlo methods.4 As an 

example we describe the aggregate MC PML3 variant more precisely, i.e. the 

model implied by (l)-(4) for N*l. The remaining variants can be easily 

understood from this perspective. 

The objective is to minimize the function ¥ defined in (7) for i=3. It is 

assumed that the quantities E(Qt) and V(Qt) can not be obtained expiicitly 

from the data, so for each period t and for given o we generated sequences 

{Djg}, £Sjg} and {Qjg}. g=l,...G (6 is fixed in advance and j=l in this 

case) by 

Djg * E(D) + Oi a 1 J g, 

Sjg * E(S) + o2 a2jg, 

Qjg - Min(Djg, Sjg), 

using observed quantities on E(D) and E(S). The sequences {a1Jg} and {a2jg} 

are random but once generated fixed throughout the minimization. The next 

step is to approximate E(Qt) and V(Qt) from 

E(Q.t>-- X Qjg -üj f l. (8) 
G g=l 

1 G 
V(Qt) = — Cl Qjg - GUjg}. (9) 

G-l g=l 

Finally, the function ^ in (7) is evaluated using the previous approxima-

tions and can then be minimized with respect to o.5 Assuming some regularity 

conditions (satisfied in the model), L&S prove that for any T, any conver 
p p p 

ging sequence of approximate estimators, in our case o 1 T, O 2 T and NT, 

converge to the corresponding PML estimators o 1 T, o 2 T, NT when G goes to 

4Under PMLlt only E(Qt) is computed. 

5Note that numerical errors in the use of explicit expressions for 
E(Qt) and V(Qt) can be seen as special cases of the procedure if G is large, 
apart perhaps from the normal distribution we used. 
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infinity (compare their Theorem l). 6 The magnitude of G is mainly con-

strained by computer budgets. Furthermore, the asymptotic properties of the 

PML estimator itself are taken from Gourieroux et al. (1984). We wil! 

return to this subject in Section 4 where we dispose of the requirement 

that G-*» to obtain consistency 1n case of PM^. 

3. ROBUSTNESS WITH RESPECT TO THE INTRODUCTION OF MICRO LABOUR MARKETS 

The conventional approach to the estimation of aggregate rationing models 

pictures employment as the minimum of demand for labour and supply of 

labour.7 lts fundamental weakness lies 1n the inability to describe the 

simultaneous existence of unemployment and vacandes in the aggregate. In 

the more modern approach this limitation is obviated through the introduc-

tion of fix-price labour markets at the micro level. In its forma! develop-

ment this approach can explain the aggregate and simultaneous occurrence of 

unemployment and vacancies [see e.g. Kooiman and Kloek (1979) and Lambert 

(1988)].8 

Despite the shortcoming of the discrete switching model it is still being 

applied.9 We will try to settle this controversy empirically for our appli-

cation of the model to the Dutch labour market. For that purpose we use PML3 

estimation using analytical expressions for the moments of Qt implied by 

(D-(4). 

First consider the expectation of Q, E(Q), and the variance of Q, V(Q). 

By definition: 

N 
E(Qt) • E ( Z Q t j ) . (10) 

J-l 

6In this respect also note that for our model, N must be bounded away 
from zero because of the Lipschitz continuity and must be sufficiently 
small for other reasons (see text). 

7Compare eq. (l)-(4) for N=l. We will refer to this model as the 
aggregate model. 

8Compare eq. (l)-(4) for N>1. We will refer to this model as the 
disaggregate model. 

9See e.g. Quandt and Rosen (1978 and 1987) in the setting of one 
aggregate market model and e.g. Sneessens (1983), Artus et al. (1985), Kooi
man and Kloek (1985) in an pnvironment of two (related) aggregate markets. 
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After some manipulation, using the formulas in Kooiman and Kloek (1979, 

Appendix A), this can be rewritten as: 

E(Qt) - M ( - Y t ) + LÏ»(Yt) - (C*foH(Yt), (11) 

where Yt= — , Lj-E(Dt), Lj-E(St), Z-LJ-LJ and C - /(<h+o|). 

d s 

Equation (11) satisfies the following properties: 8E(Qt)/8Lt>0, 8E(Qt)/8Lt>0 

and 8E(Qt)/8N<0.
10 Obviously o ^ o2 and N are not individually identified. 

For the computation of V(Qt) we use 

N l d s 
l (E(Qtj)2 - " {LtB(-Yt) + LtB(Yt) - C / N . ^ ) } ' , (12) 
J-l N 

and 

N (LJ)' Ui)' 
ï E(Q!j)= ( + oJW-Yt) + ( + o|)B(Yt) 
j = l N N 

C/N d s 

(Lt + L tWY t.). (13) 
N 

Finally, the expression for V(Qt) can be easily determined using independen

te over j: 

N N N 
V(Qt) - l V(Qtj) - l E<Qij) - l (E(Qtj))'. (14) 

j=l J-l J-l 

V(Q) is not monotonous in any of the parameters Oj, o2 and N. Note that .ox, 

o2 and N are identified at the second order. Further note that for N=l the 

expressions coincide with the moments of the aggregate model (compare L&S). 

Here we wish to stress the very interesting feature of our PML3 version that 

10Note that model (l)-(4) 1s defined for sufficiënt small values of N 
as mentioned before. Expressions like lim E(Q) •* -- therefore have no 

meaning. 
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a lower bound of the number of micro markets is identified. It is clear 

that, when it comes to estimation PMLj is robust with respect to the 

introduction of micro markets, whereas PML3 is not. 

4. THE MODIFIED SIMULATED PM^ ESTIMATOR 

In this section we propose a modification to the procedure in L&S who prove 

consistency of the simulated PML estimators if T and G go to infinity, where 

G can be considered to be the number of replications in the Monte Carlo 

part. For the simulated PMLj case we suggest a bias correction such that 

consistency results even for finite G. 

1 T 
Let Y I T - - ï (Ot-E(Qt))'(Qt-E(Qt))» where E(Qt) is a function of the 

T t=l 

parameter 8 of interest and where (in this section only) Qt may be a vector. 

The PML method is based on the f act that \|>1T converges to some function 

^i(B); if ^ has a unique minimum at 8° and 8° is the "true" parameter we 

then hope that 8T converges to 8°, where 8 T minimizes v|»1T. 

For the simulated PML method E(Qt) is replaced by a random variable that 

converges to E(Qt) if some index G goes to infinity. We write the cor-

responding function as 

1 T 
*2T « - X (Qt-E(Qt)+atG)'(Qt-E(Qt)+atG). (15) 

T t=l 

where atG is a random variable that is independent of Qt; we choose atG to 

have zero mean and finite second order moments. We note that the variables 

are independent for different values of t. Then using the results of 

Gourieroux et al. (1984) and L&S the following theorem applies: 

2 T 
THEOREM 1: $21 ~ (Vn + ~ X atGatG) converges almost surely to zero if 

T UI 
T->~. 

2 T 
Note that the expression 1n the theorem equals - Y. atG(Qt~E(Qt))-

T t=l 

We leave it to the reader to Impose conditions such that some version of a 

law of large numbers applies. In this respect the results obtained by L&S 

are more general, but in their context a bias correction is not easily 
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implemented. 

In our study atG is a simpie average of simulated (Qt-E(Qt)) values 

according to so called 'crude' Monte Carlo [Hammersley and Handscomb 

(1964)]. Of course variance reducing techniques like Importance sampling, 

control variates or antithetic variables may in general alleviate the compu-

tational burden of the simulated PML method substantially, but is not 

appiied here as it is rather specific to each application. For the same 

reason we did not consider replacing simpie averages of simulated values by 

more robust and under certain conditions more efficiënt functions of simula

ted values. 

From the theorem we conclude that there are two possibilities with 

respect to consistency: 

1 T 
(i) if Var(atG) does not depend on 8, thsn - ][ aiGatG will become a 'flat' 

T t=l 
function if T-*». In this case the sequence {atG} will not have any 

influence on the location of the minimum of i|»(8) and if T is large 

enough, then var(atG) does not necessarily have to be very small for 

all t. Consistency, in this case is approved for finite G. 

(ii) if var(atG) is a function of 6 then there is a problem, because 
1 T 

the shape of \|»(6) will be different from \|>(8) + - J, atGatG. In this 
T t-1 

case the number of replications G must be large enough to have a small 
1 T 
- Z &tGatG relative to t|>(8). Consistency is only obtained if G-̂ ». 
T t-1 

It is precisely polnt (ii) of the conclusion above which applies to the 

simulated PML! method: var(atG) depends on 8, since var(Qt) depends on ox, 
o2 and N. Thus, the method is not consistent for any finite G. 

We will show how consistency can be obtained for finite G, replacing ty2T 

1n (15) by 

1 T 
YS T I f(Qt - E(Qt)+atG)'(Qt - E(Qt)+atG) - tr(Var(atG))}. (16) 

T t=l 
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Then we have the following Theorem: 

THEOREM 2: Let the modified simulated PMLi estimator be given by the 

parameter value 0T that minimizes \|»3T, then this estimator is consistent if 

T+-, even for finite G. 

Note from the defini t ions of \|)1T and \|>3T that 

1 T 
*3T - *IT • - I K o s t e - tr(Var(a tG)) + 2a;Q(Q t-E(Q t))}. (17) 

T t=l 

Under appropriate moment conditions this expression converges almost surely 

to zero if T-*» for any 6. In our setup convergence is uniform over 6 (note 
1 

that var(atG)=- var(Qt)). 
G 

As for the asymptotic distribution of the modified simulated PML.J 

estimator it is unlikely that it coincides with that of the PMLi estimator 

Uself for any finite G. Developing \|i1T and \l»3T 1nto the familiar Taylor 

expansions we get: 

3^3(85) 8^3(e0) 8»!|»3(e0) , -
/(T) o = /(T) + /(T)(6i-e0), 

86 86 88 86' 

8<MBT) 8^(60) 8 2^(8 0) % 

•(T.) 0 = /(T) + /(T)(6T-e.0). 
88 86 88 88' 

The two matrices of second derivatives wi11 converge to the same (constant) 

matrix if T-*» (compare L&S). What we need is the same asymptotic distributi-

on for / ( T ) ! * ^ and / ( T ) ^ but from <17> "e would obta1n 

8v|/3(e0) fel»! (80) 
/(T) , /(T) + K, (18) 

88 88 

where K Is i non-degenerate finite stochastic varlable. The variance of K 
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would approach zero if G-*». 
The bias correction can have considerable practical advantages. Assume 

that we want to approximate the PM!^ estimator as closely as possible by the 
adjusted simulated PMLi estimator. The first option obviously 1s to increase 
G, but computationally this is not very attractive. Moreover, we would still 
have no idea about the variability introduced by simulatlng the objective 
function for that particular value of G (we just get one reaHzation of the 
variable K). Another option now can be to do several independent estimations 
for a fixed G; the estimates can be averaged, the variability introduced by 
simulation goes down and one will have an idea about the magnitude of this 
variability (we sample over K). We stress the point, however, that for fixed 
G and T one still may have a small sample bias. 

A bias correction in the PML3 case cannot be made as straightforwardly as 
for the PMLx case. For expository reasons we assume again that Qt is a 
scalar. Suppose E(Qt) and V(Qt) are obtained through simulation as discussed 
before and consider 

1 T (Qt-E(Ot)+atG)
a 

- I { + log(V(Qt) + b t G)}, 
T t=l V(Qt) + b t G 

where for simplicity we assume atG and b t G to be independent (one can make 
them independent!), and Var(atG) and Var(btG) approach zero if G-+*. Through 
expansion of denominator and logarithm we obtain 

1 T (Qt-E(Qt))
a a^G 2atG(Qt-E(Qt)) b t G b^G 

— X [{ + + H l + ...} + 
T t=l V(Qt) V(Qt) V(Qt) V(Qt) (V(Qt))

a 

btG ^tG 

+ 1og(VQt) +{ ..}]. 
V(Qt) (V(Qt))' 

Taking the expectation of this expression one can use the Independence 
between atG and b t G. If b t G is constructed from an unbiased estimator of 

1 J b t G 

V(Qt), then - 2. will not cause the problem (apart from the 
T t=l V(Qt) 

1 T a^G 
existence of sufficiently high order moments) and also - 2. m ay be 

T t-1 V(Qt) 
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dealt with. Bcth series within the curly brackets, however, are in genera! 

non-converging asymptotic series in G [see Sneek (1983) for a definition of 

asymptotic series], so the optima1 cut-off point depends on G. AUhough for 

finite but large enough G it is possible to reduce the asymptotic bias if 

T-»« of the MC PML3 procedure we were not able to reduce the bias completely. 

The subject, remains high for future research. 

5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

A. genera? remarks 

The data used are taken from Kooiman and Kloek (1979). They contain infor-

mation on employment, unemployment and unfilled vacancies over the period 

1948-1975. We used a Davidon-Fletcher-Powell optimizing aVgorithm with a 

unimodal line search routine to obtain the estimates, using analytical first 

derivatives. In case of PMLj we furthermore compared the analytical second 

derivatives with the (inverse) updated Hessian from the optimizing rou

tine. il 

From our previous discussion it follows that in principle eight 

variants can be distinguished. These are displayed in Diagram I. In the 

actual application only I, III, VII and VIII are Implemented. Variants I 

and II are observationally equivalent (note that N and C are not individual-

ly identified from equation (11)). Furthermore we rely on the fact that 

comparison of the estimation results of I and V provides sufficiënt insight 

into the extra variability induced by the MC variant compared with its 

analytic counterpart to make the estimation of V, VI and VII redundant. 

N N-l N>1 K-l N>1 

4<i Analytic Analytic Honte Carlo Monte Carlo 
(I) (II) (III) (IV) 

\ĵ3 Honte Carlo Monte Carlo Analytic Analytic 
(V) (VI) (VII) (VIII) 

Diagram 1—Alternatlve PML variants 

lxThe first derivatives for the analytical variants and the second 
derivatives for the MC variants are presented in Appendix I. Appendix II 
derives the covarlance matrix in a more general setting. 
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Before discusslng the estimation results in some detail, several points 

need to be stressed. First, the computation of E(Q) and V(Q) in the MC 

variants is done by using different numbers of replications of rit with G 

varying from 25 to 400 and sample of T=28. Second, 1n generating the random 

functlons, in the MC PMLX case, we imposed o1=o2 for convenience.
12 

Third, the differences 1n 1dent1fiability of the parameters between the 

two PML cases complicate the comparlson of the parameter estimates. From 

PMLj estimation we get an estimate of the Standard error of the function 

h(o) = /(oJ+o|), whereas PML3 gives the Standard error of both ÖJ and o2. 

To facilitate comparison we also need an estimate of the Standard error of 

h(o) under PML3 estimation. For that purpose a linearization of the function 

h(o) with respect to o0 is used, i.e. 

8h 
h(o) = h(o0) + — (o - o 0 ) , 

8o' 

so that the variance of h(o) can easily be calculated as 

8h 8h 
var(h(o)) = — var(o) — . (19) 

8o' 8o 

The optimizing routine produces an estimate of var(o) and the first 

derivatives of h with respect to o can be calculated straightforwardly. 

Last, the estimations allow for the computation of the level of struc-

tural unemployment, U* (that is the level of unemployment for which applies 

l_d _ L S 1 3 ) . This provides us with an additional check on the plausibility of 

the estimates. In the disaggregate PML3 variant the following explicit form 

for U* 1n terms of total labour supply (denoted by u*) can be obtained14 

, *(0) 
u* - C/(N) . (20) 

Ls 

l2The parameters Oi and o2 are not 1ndiv1dually Identified (see eq. 11) in 
the PMLj case so we Imposed this "restriction". Note that this "restriction" 
does not 1mply restricted optlmization. The only property that we use is 
that E(0t) is estlmated consistently if G-̂ ». 

l3Th1s is the same as demanding that the number of unfllled vacancies 
equals the number of unemployed persons [compare equations (5) and (6)]. 

14In the following we misleadingly use the "level of structural unemploy
ment" to indicate u*. 
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B. Aggregate PML Estlmatlon 

Table IA presents the estimation results from our experiments with the 

various aggregate (* disaggregate) PML! variants and aggregate PML3 
variants. Let us consider the PMLi case. Reported values on H_1 correspond 

to the updated (Inverse) Hesslan matrix from the DFP algorlthm; H^n is tne 

analytlc (Inverse) Hessian computed accordlng to equation (A17) of Appen

dix I. 

TABLE IA 

ESTIMATES FOR PMLi AND PML3 -AGGREGATE MC AND 

AGGREGATE ANALYTIC VARIANTS1) 

G C SD(C) H"1 S.D. HJ$ S.D. SE(C)2) S.D. u*3) 

- PMLj -

"K 171.5 9.7 0.1330 0.0128 0.1170 0.0117 2.557 0.126 
SE B e a n 1.9 

50 178.2 8.6 0.1223 0.0101 0.1215 0.0091 2.607 0.098 
SEnean 1- 7 

100 181 .3 5 .2 0 .1244 0 .0161 0 .1234 0 .0056 2 . 6 2 8 0 .059 
S E ^ a n 1-0 

200 183.4 3.8 0.1262 0.0048 0.1248 0.0044 2.644 0.046 

SEmean 0.8 

400 184.2 2.0 0.1268 0.0031 0.1254 0.0028 2.650 0.029 

SEnean 0.4 
2.00% 

185.6 0-1330 2.730 2.01% 

- PML3 - Ój SE(Ó!) Ó2 SE(Ó2) C SE(C) 

ANALYTIC 98.1 44.9 0.0016 408.9 98.1 44.9 1.06% 

Notes: 1) The reported figures are aeans coaputed for 25 Independent runs and 
assoclated Standard devlatlons. 
Standard errors of the aeans can be coaputed by d1v1d1ng the reported.S.D. 
values by /25. In the table only the Standard errors of the aeans of C are 
expUcltly shown to faclHtate 1nterpretat1on of the results. 

2) Estlaated from H"1 1n each run. 
3) Structural uneaployaent, u* Is related to Ls. In the table we took 

the saaple aean of Ls (3600) to coapute 1t. 

1 
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The reported statistics are based on 25 independent runs for each situation. 

G, the number of replicatlons required for the computation of the random 

function of the MC variant 1s reported 1n the first column; G=- is the 

analytical variant. 

It 1s obvious from the table that with the number of repllcations in-

creaslng, the estimate of C converges to lts value obtained from the 

analytic variant. It 1s also clear that the Standard error of the estimates 

as computed from the Hessian is 1n all cases very close to the one obtained 

from the analytic version. Now each estimate coinddes with one realization 

of a stochastlc variable K similar to (18), and 1t seems that although K 

evidently induces a bias 1t does not influence the estimate of the variance 

very much. From one single MC PML estimation it is not possible to obtain an 

estimate of the variance induced by the simulation, and from several 

estimations for a single value of G it is not possible to estimate the extra 

bias. We find it encouraging that broadly the values H - 1 and Hj& are alike; 

this implies that second derivatives as approximated by the optimization 

routine are reasonable, at least in the one parameter case. 

Theoretically our estimates based on the analytic PMl_! method should 

coincide with those of Koolman and Kloek.15 However, we find a slight 

difference for which we do not have an explanation. Their estimate of C is 

181.7 (our estimate is 185.6) with Standard error 5.7 (our estimate is 

2.73); corresponding levels of structural unemployment are equally close, 

around 2%. 

Summarizing, the above results of the MC variant seem promising for 

applications to more complex models for which no analytic expression of 

E(Qt) is available. However, a sufficiënt large value of G for a given T is 

required. Note for instance that in our example, a Standard deviation of 2.0 

for G=400 in the simulation has to be combined with the Standard error 2.65 

as estimated from the Hessian. So to requlre a minimum of 400 repllcations 

does not seem overdone. 

In Table IB we present some results for the bias corrected MC PMLX 

estimation procedure. It 1s very obvious that at a sample slze of T=28 the 

bias 1s reduced considerably for all reported values of G; 1n all cases the 

averages of the parameter estimates are within one Standard error of the 

15First, recall that we used the same data. Second, 1t can easily be 
verlfied that our analytic PMLX method 1s essentially the same as the 
method applied by Koolman and Kloek who minimi se the sum of squared 
residuals in (11) with a disturbance term added. 
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analytical PMLi estimate, i.e. the bias is essentially removed. In Table IA 

on the other hand even for G=400 we report a bias that is statistically 

different from zero. We also experimented with a larger number of runs. 

Uslng 200 independent runs for G=25 we find a smaller value of C. i«c. 

187.93 with associated value SD(C) • 12.4 and thus with Standard error 

0.875. 

To illustrate the importance of the bias correction graphically Figure I 

is presented. On the left side one finds the estimation results for the 

ordinary MC PMLi estimations based on the 25 independent runs. On the right 

hand side one finds the bias corrected results. Note that we graphed 1.96 

times Standard errors and furthermore we subtracted the Standard errors from 

the heights of the bars for estimation. We see that the bias correction is 

at the cost of only a slight Increase in the variation due to the Monte 

Carlo part. 

TABLE IB 

ESTIMATES FOR PMLi -AGGREGATE MC WITH BIAS 

CORRECTION1) 

G C SD(C) H"1 S.D. S.E.2) S.D. 

25 188.7 12.0 0.1787 0.0342 3.150 0.287 
SEnean 2.4 

50 187.0 9.5 0.1787 0.0138 3.161 0.123 
SEmean 1« 9 

100 185.7 5.5 0.1785 0.0136 3.160 0.120 
SE«ean l'! 

200 185.7 3.1 0.1787 0.0063 3.163 0.056 

SE„ean 0.8 

400 185.4 2.0 0.1789 0.0045 3.165 0.039 

SE«ean 0.4 

- 185.6 0.1330 2.730 

Notes: 1) see note 1 of Table IA 
2) see note 2 of Table IA. 

For 6=25 we found 14 negative values for \|» [see eq. (16)], for G=50 there 

were only 3 negative ones and for G*100 none; we do not know whether a 

negative value of ty indicates that G is too small, though 1t is tempting to 
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draw thls conclusion. 

From the results we conclude that the bias corrected version 1s hlghly 

superior to the uncorrected one and that 1t Is preferable to average several 

Independent estlmatlons for a moderate value of G Instead of dolng one 

estlmatlon for a large value of 6; the bias 1s negllglble for moderate 

values of G, the Standard devlatlon due to the slmulatlon goes to zero 

anyway through averaglng and at the same time one can estlmate the latter 

Standard devlatlon. 

The results from PML3 estlmatlon are troublesome. We ftnd negatlve 

Qf E(Qt) values for each t both for the analytlcal and the MC variant. This 

1s Inacceptable. On the one hand we note that the estlmate of C 1s much 

lower 1n the PML3 case (compare 98.1 wlth 185.6). On the othër hand, the 

corresponding Standard error of h(o) 1n the PML3 case, wMch equals 44.9 1s 

substantially larger than the PMLj value of 2.7 (see Table IA). 

Number of Replications 

Flgure I—Monte Carlo PML estimatlon/Extra Monte Carlo varlatlon 

From asymptotlc theory PML3 should be more efficiënt than PMLlt though 1n 

this case the sample slze T 1s only 28 and under PML3 one more parameter 1s 

estlmated. Besides efficiency consideratlons the explanatlon may also come 

from the fact that the model 1s Inadequate. We have estlmated the aggregate 

model, under PMLj we essentlally have estlmated the disaggregate model as 
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well (they are equivalent), but PML3 does distinguish between the aggregate 

and the disaggregate model. Recall that E(Qt) goes down if N gets larger; 

1f N=l is imposed as a restrictlon, then under PML3 indeed all values 

(Qt_E(Qt)) could be expected to be negative. We concluded that we are 

deal ing with a trade-off between efficiency and robustness: PMLi is less 

efficiënt, but robust with respect to the existence of micro markets, 

whereas PML3 is more efficiënt but sensitlve to the existence of micro 

markets. 

C, Monte Carlo Evidence 

To substantlate the claim above we undertook a Umited Monte Carlo study by 

generating artificial data according to the aggregate model implied by 

equations (l)-(4) for N=l. We tried four different pairs of pre-set values 

of Ö! and 0.2. For each of the four sets of parameter values, the following 

was done 50 times. Two vectors of 28 (= actual sample size for which 

observations on E(D) and E(S) are available) independent N(0,1) variables 

were drawn. These were the values of rtit and l2f Dt» st and Qt were genera-

ted by (1), (2) and (3), using the given values of the explanatory varia

bles. Subsequently we used PMLj and PML3 to obtain the parameter estimates. 

In Table II the results from the Monte Carlo simulation are presented. 

Note that we reported the Standard deviations as emerging from 50 estimates 

(the Une entries) and the estimated Standard deviations as computed from 

H_1, denoted by SD(^) where the dot indicates the parameter (the column 

entries). From the table it is clear that both PMLj and PML3 estimates are 

noticeably blased downwards in all cases. From the table we conclude that 

PML3 performs superior to PMLi as the downward bias is considerably less 

(compare e.g in the first U n e entry 26.6 and 22.0 with 28.3, respectively) 

and the Standard deviations of C are f ar less (compare e.g. in the second 

Une entry 3.82 and 15.5). Examinlng a couple of sets of reslduals for both 

models revealed 'random' sequences. However, SD(t) under PMLi severely 

underestlmates the true Standard deviation (compare, e.g. for C=28.3, the 

value 6.00 1n the first line entry with 15.5 In the second Une entry). For 

PML3 we see that the bias is upwards (compare, e.g. for C*28.3, the value 

20.30 1n the first Une entry with 3.82 in the second line entry). Test 

statistics based on H_1 therefore are likely to yield incorrect slgnificance 

levels; under PMLX parameter values would be severely underestimated, under 

PML3 they would be overestimated. The Standard deviations for C were 

usually smaller than th.->. uf è1 and 62, because of positive correlation 
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between ó^ and ó2. Note that under PML3 usually none of the estimated 

parameters would appear to be statistically different from zero. 

TABLE II 

ESTIMATES FOR C UNDER PMLj AND PML3 

(ARTIFICIAL DATA FOR DIFFERENT PAIRS OF Oi and 02) 

PM Li PML3 

(Oi . 0 2 ) 

( 2 0 , 20) 

( 5 0 , 1 0 0 ) 

( 1 0 0 , 50) 

( 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) 

S.D. 
S.E. 

S.D. 
S .E. 

S.D. 
S .E . 

S.D. 
S .E . 

c 

2 8 . 3 

1 1 1 . 8 

1 1 1 . 8 

1 4 1 . 8 

2 2 . 0 
1 5 . 5 

2 . 1 9 

9 9 . 5 
3 2 . 9 

4 . 6 5 

9 4 . 3 
37 .4 

5 .29 

122 .1 
4 4 . 2 

6 .25 

SD(C) 

6 .00 
2 .955 
0 .418 

3 .27 
0 .649 
0 .091 

3 . 1 7 
0 .520 
0 .074 

2 .96 
0 .419 
0 .059 

1 8 . 6 
3 .86 
0 .546 

4 8 . 0 
2 2 . 1 

3 .124 

9 1 . 7 
2 1 . 9 

3 .104 

9 5 . 3 
2 4 . 8 

3 .508 

0 2 

1 8 . 5 
4 .10 
0 .579 

8 8 . 3 
19 .5 

2 .754 

4 0 . 4 
2 5 . 8 

3 .651 

8 7 . 7 
2 7 . 1 

3 .828 

SD(Oi ) S D ( 0 2 ) SD(C) 

2 6 . 6 
3 .82 
0 .540 

1 0 3 . 5 
1 6 . 3 

2 .307 

103 .9 
1 9 . 5 

2 .753 

133 .2 
1 9 . 4 

2 .749 

2 0 . 6 
4 . 5 3 
0 .641 

112 .3 
5 1 . 6 

7 .305 

106 .4 
4 4 . 3 

6 .259 

160 .8 
6 2 . 0 

8 .765 

19 .6 
4 .51 
0 .638 

9 9 . 5 
3 3 . 7 

4 .765 

194.4 
239.6 
33.889 

163.3 
70.7 
9.997 

20.30 
3.34 
0.472 

72.6 
11.0 
1.557 

76.3 
17.1 
2.423 

90.8 
16.9 
2.385 

Note: Heans and Standard devlations obtalned front 50 Independent runs. Standard 
errors of the means are computed by d1v1d1ng the S.D. by /50. 

Interpreting the results of this (limited) Monte Carlo study we conclude 

that PML3 is more efficiënt than PMLlf but evidently less robust with 

respect to the existence of micro markets. Additionally we conclude that the 

aggregate model is not an adequate model for our data because PML3 performs 

reasonably well on the simulated data sets (for whlch the true model 1s 

indeed as the 'aggregate' variant). This implies a warning towards an 

uncritical application of the aggregate discrete switching model in 

"disequilibrium" macroeconometrics as in Quandt and Rosen (1987). 

D. Disaggregate PML3 Estimation 

To complete this section we present the analytic disaggregate PML3 es

tlmates. These are reported in Table III. Now the results are more in 

agreement with the previous estlmates. The parameter estimate of 0 ^ roughly 

corresponds to the estimated value of C in the PMLi variants. Furthermore, 
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TABLE III 

RESULTS FOR THE ANALYTIC DISAGGREGATE PML3 VARIANT 

Oi 02 N C/N U* 

parameter estlmates 17.606 0.000 109.540 184.3 1.99% 
(S.E. between brackets) (12.4) (158.0) (25.5) 

Note: u* 1s computed for Ls«3600. 

note that none of the parameters appears to be statistically different from 

zero, similar perhaps to the MC results in Table II; fortunately the 

function tfH is estimated somewhat better. We did not carry through the MC 

PML3 estimation, as we regard the MC PMLi variant has proved its sig-

nificance. 

6. EXTENSION AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In this section, we suggest an extension to the aggregate PML.J model 

implied by equations (l)-(4) for N=l by allowing for the Introduction of 

heteroskedasticity 1n the variance of the disturbances.16 We argue that the 

constraint imposed by the basic model stating that the variability of the 

variables 0 and S is independent of the magnitude of a* market is likely to 

be violated 1n practice. A relatively large market, i.e. E(D) and E(S) are 

relatively large, is expected to have relatively large deviations around the 

respective expectations. Therefore we propose the following alternative 

specification: 

O « E(D) + oE(D)ni, (21) 

S - E(S) + oE(S)n2, (22) 

16Ignoring heteroskedasticity of disturbances 1n econometrie models 
does not 1n generai prevent consistent point estimation, but it typically 
entails inefficiënt point estlmators. However, we note in this respect that 
to obtaln consistency in the MC PML variant a bias correction Is necessary. 
Furthermore we note that the type of heteroskedasticity considered here 
should be distinguished from the heteroskedasticity aspect of PML3 estimation. 
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Q - Min(D, S), (23) 

where we have Imposed the restriction Oi<*o2*o.17 Note that the variances of 

the disturbances are not fixed as in the basic model, but proportional to 

E(D) and E(S), respectively. 

Estimation of the heteroskedastic model demands a slight adaptation of 

the PML procedure, but it remains essentially the same as for the basic 

model. For example, the expression for E(Qt) now becomes: 

E(Qt) = Lj.ffi(-Xt) + M ( X t ) - O / ( ( L J ) V (Lj)")!KXt). (24) 

Zt 
where Xt = * 

O/((LJ)"+ (Lt)1) 

We find the estimate of o to be equal to 0.034 with a Standard error of 

4.8902E-04. The corresponding estimate of the level of structural unemploy-

ment is equal to 1.9%, which is almost the same as found for the basic 

model.18 In Figure II the patterns of the estimated disturbances of the 

basic and heteroskedastic model are portrayed. As usual, of course, a 

comparison of the degree of fit between the heteroskedastic model and the 

basic model might be blurred due to serial correlation in the disturbances, 

which is evidently the case here. In this respect we know from Gourieroux et 

al. (1985) (p. 317) that for the usual rationing model (also our model), 

consistency of parameter estimates is guaranteed but efficiency is not.19 

However, we find it encouraging that broadly the heteroskedastic model 

produces a lower value of the sum of squared residuals over the sample as 

can be seen from Figure II. 

17It 1s worthwhile mentionlng that 1n this case the number of para
meters under PML.X equals that under PML3. Furthermore note that o here is a 
scalar and not a vector as in Section 2. 

18It can be shown that the expression for the level of structural 
unemployment is: u* * W ( 0 ) , with W ( 2 ) o l . Note that, contrary to the basic 
model, u* does not relate to the level of Ls; u*. however is defined in 
terms of Ls so that in absolute terms dependency of Ls is maintained. 

19The authors also provide a score test to detect first order serial 
correlation. 
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It 1s exactly for the serlal correlatlon that we decided not to carry 

through the PML3 varlants. The serlal correlatlon problem asks for a 

dlstinct approach based on a consistent PML procedure taking 1nto account 

correlatlon over time of the endogenous varlable 1n ratlonlng models at a 

dlsaggregate level. In another paper we hope to present some new results on 

thls.20 

i 
l 

20 -

- 2 0 -

O fcaslc w * 1 

• tot«r«se»dtst1c mótl 

T — i — i — r — i — i — i — i — r — i — i i i i i i 
1 2 3 4 * 6 * 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 

- t - (t.1948,1975) 

FIGURE II—The baslc model and the heteroskedastlc model (PMLx) 

7. C0NCLUS10NS 

The results of thls paper lend support to the followlng concluslons. First, 

the parameter estlmates are not robust with respect to the introductlon of 

micro markets. Our Monte Carlo experiments for PMLj and PML3 clearly show 

that micro markets exist. Second, the Monte Carlo PML estlmatlon varlants of 

the model yleld parameter estlmates that converge to the analytlc PML 

20 In a paper by Haj1vass1l1ou (1989) 1t 1s found that a large part of 
the resldual serlal correlatlon can be explalned by allowlng for macro-
economie shocks in the micro level ratlonlng model. 
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variant when a sufficiently large number of replications is used, but a bias 

correction as Indicated in Section 4 is highly recommended. Last, the 

heteroskedastlc model is theoretically and empirically more appealing. 

It Is also obvious that PMLX is the more robust estimation method, since 

it 1s observatlonally equivalent for both the aggregate and the disaggrega-

te model. The penalty however is the extra loss 1n efficiency. 

L&S proved the almost sure uniform convergence of the approximate 

pseudo-likelihood function, YGT towards E(Q-E(Q))*, when G and T simultane-

ously go to infinity. From our experiments with the MC PMLj variants we 

concluded that G should be "sufficiently" large to decrease the simulation 

error to acceptable levels. As a resuit, this can put a large claim on 

computer time. Moreover, consistency is not approved with finite G. Introdu-

cing a bias correction in the pseudo-likelihood function established consis

tency for finite G. Consequently, a significant reduction on the computatio-

nal burden can be reached, since relatively lower values for G are suffi

ciënt to obtain convergence to the analytical parameter estimates. 

A useful extension of the present paper's environment includes allowing 

for systems with disturbances that are serially correlated. In another paper 

we will try to cope with this problem by developing a PML based method which 

takes into account correlations in time of the endogenous variable in 

rationing models at a disaggregate level. 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPUTATION OF DERIVATIVES 

We use E, E2, V to abbreviate E(Q), E(Q2) and V(Q), respectively. 

- PML3 ANALYTJC AGGREGATE MODEL -

Let C « /(0I+Ö2) and ^•^(C-f01,02) be differentiable, then 

df 3 f A df 8C 
j 

8o1 8o, 8C 30! 

where 8f/8o, on the left hand side means the 'total' derivative with respect 

to o, and on the right side it is strictly the partial derivative with 

respect to o,. From this chain rule one obtains for 1=1,3 

8E 
= {(Ls-L<)iKZ/C)(-Z/C2)-vKZ/C)[l+(Z'/C')3}(o,/C)), (Al) 

8o1 

8E2 
{[(IT-U»') + (oI-o|)]^(Z/C)(-Z/C2) -

80! 

[<L««+L«)t(2/C)3Cl + (Z2/C2)]}(o,/C) - 2o,B(Z/C) + 2o,. (A2) 

From V(Q) = E(Q') - (E(Q))2 it follows that 

8V 8E2 8E 
2E(Q) . 

8o, 80, 80, 

Computation of the derivatives of the PML functions in the text is straight-

forward using 

8<li 8^ 8E 8\|> 8V 

80, 8E 80, 8V do, 

where W ( E , V ) for PML3 and iM>(E) for PMLj. 
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- PML3 ANALYTIC DISAGGREGATE MODEL -

Now let C */(N)/(oi+o|), then 

8E 8E •(N)o1 8E No, 

do, 8C V{o\+o\) 8C C ' 

8E 8E %C 

8N 8C N 

(A4) 

(A5) 

N 
Letting now denote E2= £ E(Qtj) we get 

J-l 

8E2 (LS)2-(L ) 2 1-2 L + LS Z L + l_S Z V 
_ . ( +0|_0J)5(_)(_) YH •(-) -• (A6) 
8C N C C 1 N C N C V 

Because C*C(ÖI.Ö2»N)
 one nas» using the chain rul e, 

8E2 8E2 8E2 8C 

do, 3o1 8C 8o, 
(A7) 

8E2 8E2 9E2 8C 
= + , (A8) 

9N 8N 8C 8N 

where as bef ore the symbols on the left and right hand side shouid be 
Interpreted appropriately. It Is straightforward to obtain for the 
('strlct') partial derivatlves of E2: 

9E2 Z 

s - 2o1B(-) + o1§ (A9) 
Boi C 

8E2 Z 
* 2o2S(-), (AIO) 

8o2 C 

9E2 ((Ld)1- ( L V ) Z (L*)2 C M 1 
« S(_) . + _ (Ld+Ls)*(-). (All) 

8N N2 C N2 N2 C 

The derivatlves 1n (A9), (AIO) and (All) have to be substltuted 1nto the 
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Mght hand side of (A7) and (A8). The derivatives of V are finally obtained 

using 

N N 
V(Qt) - ÏE(Qij) - Ï E ( Q t J ) \ 

J-l J-l 

- PHLi MONTE CARLO AGGREGATE MODEL -

1 G 
In thls case E(Qt) 1s replaced by §t = - £ Qtg, where 

G g-1 
d s 

Qtg • M1f» K t + ol riitg» Lt + o2 n.2tgi* Because only the functlon 

C • /(°i+o2) 1s Identlfied we took o1«o2»C//2., 1.e. 

Qtg - Min {Lt + (C//2) nitg. k + (C//2) n 2 tg}. (A12) 

One clearly has 

dQtfl f(l//2)nitg 1f E(D) + (C//2)nng < E(S) (C//2)n2tg, (A13) 

dC \(l//2)n2tg elsewhere (A14) 

(note that the derivatives are dlscontinuous). 

Deftnlng 8tg = 1 1f the condltlon In (A13) 1s satlsfled and Stg = 0 

elsewhere, one obtalns 

dÜt 1 G 
- — I C«tg(nng - I2tg)+n2tg3. (A15) 

dC G/2 g-1 

d*hT T d$t 

- -2 l {(Ot-Ut) — . (A16) 
dC t=l dC 

d'*iT T dut 
— " - 2 I (—)». (A17) 
dC1 t«l dC 

d*Qt 
Note that 1n (A17) the 1dent1ty * 0 1s used. In Table IA the Inverse of 

dC2 

the Hesslan matrix using (A17) 1s compared with the one obtained from the 

DFP algoMthm. 
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PML3 MONTE CARLO AGGREGATE MODEL 

1 G 
In this case E(Qt) is replaced by $ t • - X Qta and V(Qt) is replaced by 

G g=l 
1 G 

Var(Q t)=— { l Q'tg - G(Ot)
2}; Qtg Is defined as in (A12) but without the 

G-l g=l 

restriction <>i * o2 * C//2. We therefore have 

dQt g 
^ 

dOi 

dQtg 

do2 

dQtg 

doj 

dQtg 

do? 

Hitg 

= 0 

l2tg 

d s 
if Lt + Ox Hitg <

 Lt + °2 n2tgi 

d s 
if Lt + Oi Hitg > Lt + 02 Tl2tg-

(A18) 

All derivatives are now obtained through simple substitution. 

- PML3 MONTE CARLO AGGREGATE MODEL -

All derivatives can now easily be obtained from the previous case using 

a1 > o2 = C//2 
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APPENDIX II 

COMPUTATION OF COVARIANCE MATRIX 
FOR PMLx AND PML3 

The asymptotic covariance matrix of 8 is J~1IJ-1 [Gourieroux et al. (1984)], 

where 
82\|»(x,8) 8<|>(x,8) 8i}»(x,e) 

j t j . ExE{ } and 1 ^ = EXE{ }, (1) 
88^88j 36\ 88j 

where x is a vector of exogenous variables; 8 is a vector of parameters. 

-PMLx-

The pseudo function according to PM^ is given by: 

1 T 

Y(xfe) = a(y - f(x,e))'X-i(y - f(x,e)) I ¥t(x.e), (2) 
2o* t=l 

where £ 1s tne diagonal covariance matrix of the endogeneous variable y; 
f(.,.) represents the expectation of y as a function of x and 8. Note that 
for expository reasons we took y and f to be vectors instead of matrices, 
i.e. for each t we are deal ing with a scalar. From Standard differentiation 
rul es one has 

82\Kx,8) 8f' 8f 
E{ } ï-i , (3) 

o8-)o8j 86{ 86j 

8i|»(x,6) 8\|»(x,8) 8f' 8f 
E{ } - E{ ï-l(y - f)(y - f)'ï-l } = 

88, 86j 881 88j 

8f' 8f 
l-1 , (4) 

ae1 sej 

8ip(x(e) 8v|»(x,8) 1 T 84»t(x,8) 8i|;t(x,6) 
Ex{ } = - l . (5) 

861 86j T t=l 881 86j 
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-PML3-

The results presented here are from private correspondence with Bernard 

Salanié. The pseudo function according to PML3 is given by: 

f(x,6) = fc(y - f(x,6))' g-i(x.B) (y - f(x,8)) + K logdet(g(x,6)), (6) 

where g is the diagonal covariance matrix of y as a function of x and 6. 

From L&S we know that: 

a2\p(x,B) 8f' 8f 8g 8g 
E{ } = g-i + K Tr(g-l g-i ) , (7) 

98 i 39j 96i 98j 88j 38j 

8i|/ 8v|» 8f' 9f 8g 8g 

E{ _ } = g-i + a Tr(g-i g-i ) . (8) 
88 ̂  86 j 96 •) 88 j 88 j 86 j 
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